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FIVE NEW � CEPHEI STARS REVEALED IN ASAS PHOTOMETRY
HANDLER, G.Institut f�ur Astronomie, Universit�at Wien, T�urkenshanzstrasse 17, A-1180 Wien, Austria
The � Cephei stars are a group of massive early B-type pulsators that osillate inradial and/or nonradial modes of low radial order. Some 110 galati representatives ofthis group are known (e.g. Stankov & Handler 2005, Pigulski 2005) to date, but someopen questions onerning their group behaviour still remain.For instane, the theoretial boundaries of the � Cephei instability strip omprise allknown pulsators, but some regions are not populated. In partiular, theory predits theexistene of O-type � Cephei stars whih are not observed to date. Another interestingaspet is the apparent existene of a few rapidly rotating stars with high photometripulsation amplitude (Stankov & Handler 2005, Aerts et al. 2005). It is also not knownwhether post-main sequene � Cephei stars exist or not. Therefore, but also for unravel-ling interesting asteroseismi targets, the disovery of new � Cephei stars is important.During the preparation of an observing programme, we notied that the ASAS-2 (seePojma�nski 1997 for a desription of this projet) periodi variable ASAS J113318-6306.2,so far deemed to be a Æ Suti andidate (Pojma�nski 1998), had virtually the same o-ordinates as the B1III star HD 100495. Published Str�omgren photometry (Kaltheva etal. 2000) puts the star into the � Cephei instability strip. We therefore onluded thatASAS J113318-6306.2 and HD 100495 are the same star, whih is a � Cephei pulsator.Consequently, we searhed the ASAS-2 data base of periodi variables for similar ob-jets, i.e. stars of O and (early) B spetral type that show short-period variability india-tive of � Cephei pulsation, and we performed frequeny analyses for these data. Indeed,we found a total of four previously unreognised � Cephei stars among these variables. Asthree of these were initially lassi�ed as elipsing variables, we also searhed the ASAS-3data base for OB type variables lassi�ed as ontat or semi-detahed binaries, whihresulted in the disovery of another new � Cephei pulsator. In the following, we brieyreport our �ndings for the individual new pulsating stars.ASAS J113318-6306.2 = HD 100495We performed a frequeny analysis of the ASAS-2 photometry of this star, after ad-justing the zeropoints of the individual subsets of data, with the program Period98(Sperl 1998), applying both single-frequeny power spetrum analysis and simultaneousmulti-frequeny sine-wave �tting. The Fourier amplitude spetrum of the data and someprewhitening thereof is shown in Fig. 1. We �nd the same main period as Pojma�nski(1998), but we also see evidene for a seondary period in the residual amplitude spe-trum. Its value is however unertain due to aliasing.
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We estimated the luminosity, e�etive temperature and mass of the star from thepublished Str�omgren photometry (Kaltheva et al. 2000) following the proedure desribedby Stankov & Handler (2005), resulting in Te� = 27000� 1500 K, log L = 4:34� 0:16 andM � 14 M�. With these parameters we obtain a pulsation onstant Q = 0:036� 0:011,perfetly onsistent with the values for other � Cephei stars (f. Stankov & Handler 2005).

Figure 1. Left panel: amplitude spetrum of the ASAS-2 photometry of HD 100495. Right panel:amplitude spetrum after prewhitening the strongest signal. A possible seond periodiity is indiated.
ASAS J123748-6219.4 = CD-61 3543This B star was originally lassi�ed as an elipsing binary of the W UMa type (Po-jma�nski 1998) with a period near 10 hr. However, our frequeny analysis reveals it to be amultiperiodi variable (see Fig. 2). We �nd four independent variations with periods near5 hr and one ombination frequeny (with evidene for more ombinations). Three of theindependent frequenies form an (almost) equally spaed triplet. The multiperiodiity ofthe star and its periods make it lear that it is a � Cephei pulsator.

Figure 2. Original and prewhitened amplitude spetra of the ASAS-2 photometry of CD-61 3543.
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ASAS J125319-6401.4 = ALS 2798The B type star ALS 2798 was also originally lassi�ed as a W UMa binary with aperiod near 10 hr (Pojma�nski 1998). Again, we �nd multiperiodi variability with periodsnear half this value (see Fig. 3). The length of the periods and the fat that there areseveral also imply that we are dealing with a new � Cephei star. Interestingly, the foursignals we �nd are arranged in two lose doublets that have the same frequeny spaing.

Figure 3. Original and prewhitened amplitude spetra of the ASAS-2 photometry of ALS 2798. Theseries of peaks disernible in the lower panel of the right-hand side are integer multiples of 1 yle persidereal day and are therefore unlikely to be intrinsi to the star.
ASAS J130221-6328.4 = ALS 2877This B star was also lassi�ed as a W UMa binary, but with a period near 9 hr(Pojma�nski 1998). One more, multiperiodi variability with periods near half this valueis in fat present. This is shown in Fig. 4, where we only used the �rst two seasons ofASAS measurements sine the third was of onsiderably lower quality. We �nd threefrequenies in the light variations of the star that are (almost) equally spaed.ASAS J200939+2104.8 = HD 191531The variability of this B0.5III-IV star (sometimes also mentioned as a Be star) hasalready been suggested by Koen & Eyer (2002) on the basis of an analysis of its Hipparosphotometry. We �nd the same frequeny as these authors in the ASAS-3 data, and deteta seondary periodiity as well (Fig. 5). The latter is also present in the residual Hipparosphotometry amplitude spetrum, as our re-analysis shows.Table 1 summarises our �ndings on the new � Cephei stars. HD 100495 is a newpulsator beause of the time sale of its variability and beause of its position in the HRdiagram. All others are revealed to be pulsators beause of their multiperiodiity. Thethree stars with the most periods appear very attrative for asteroseismology beauseof their frequeny multiplets. Most notably, ALS 2798 seems suitable for a searh fordi�erential interior rotation.
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Figure 4. Original and prewhitened amplitude spetra of the ASAS-2 photometry of ALS 2877.

Figure 5. Original and prewhitened amplitude spetra of the ASAS-3 photometry of HD 191531.
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Table 1: Pulsation frequenies and amplitudes of the new � Cephei starsStar Frequeny Amplitude[/d℄ [mmag℄HD 100495 5:9353� 0:0004 18:6� 0:7 (I)CD-61 3543 4.598600 � 0.000014 41.6 � 1.1 (I)4.54019 � 0.00004 16.9 � 1.1 (I)4.55647 � 0.00003 17.9 � 1.1 (I)4.57811 � 0.00004 13.5 � 1.1 (I)9.13879 8.2 � 1.1 (I)ALS 2798 4.69541 � 0.00002 56.3 � 1.7 (I)4.68776 � 0.00003 31.4 � 1.7 (I)4.44148 � 0.00006 15.9 � 1.7 (I)4.44909 � 0.00008 10.8 � 1.7 (I)ALS 2877 5.28745 � 0.00002 42.8 � 1.3 (I)5.30263 � 0.00004 20.3 � 1.3 (I)5.27222 � 0.00007 12.2 � 1.3 (I)HD 191531 6.08589 � 0.00004 26.1 � 1.5 (V)5.91437 � 0.00011 8.7 � 1.5 (V)
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